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REHEARSAL SHOTS

Cast members, Samuel Tracy & Joe Darke.

Cast member, Jasmine Chui & Director, Eva Sampson

Cast member, Samuel Tracey & Director, Eva Sampson.

Cast member, Leonie Spilsbury

PRODUCTION SHOTS

TRAILER LINK:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j59nbrukGcI

PRESS REVIEW

Adapted from Emily Hughes’ lusciously illustrated book about a girl who grows up in the wild, this
production from How It Ended captures all the joy of its source and proves an ideal introduction to
theatre for children aged two and up.
Played out by a four-strong ensemble on a traverse stage, it opens with a fun bit of hide-and-seek as our
tangle-haired heroine leaps about behind the stalls. We meet a cast of puppet animals – including Bird,
Fox and the Baloo-esque Bear – who teach her how to eat, play and fish and provide her with all the
company she needs. Of course, it’s not long before humans arrive in the form of two inept researchers,
who trap her and take her back to so-called civilisation.
Samuel Wyer’s design features a long strip of foliage-patterned carpet that sweeps down the length of
the stage. At one end is a platform, accessed up a steep slope, that gives the acrobatic cast the chance to
leap up and survey the forest floor. It adds a welcome extra dimension and prevents the action from
becoming too static.
Like the book, the production uses words very sparingly. The story is straightforward enough not to
require much exposition, while the evocative lighting (Zoe Spurr) and sound design (Roly Botha) ensure
the wild and domestic settings are clearly conjured. The sound of a Hoover and a gramophone prove
grating for the girl, while the forest thrums with natural rhythm. The music (composed by Botha and
Marc Teitler) is entirely confined to recording, but it’s stirring nonetheless.
Director Eva Sampson marshals the action cleverly to keep the focus moving. There are lots of fun
cameos, from the forest’s foliage to the family dog, whose training is directly contrasted with that
inflicted on the girl. My son is just two but clearly enjoyed the panoply of different figures and props
that feature throughout; the model car was a particular hit.
Jasmine Chiu is an enchanting presence as the girl, her movement capturing her innate animalistic
spirit. Special mention should go to wig consultant Catriona Lim, who gives her a headpiece of tangled
green fabrics that threatens to steal the show on its own. There’s also strong work from Joe Darke,
Leonie Spilsbury and Samuel Tracy as the large supporting cast of animals, humans and plants.
As with Gulliver’s Travels in the main space, Wild was delayed by the pandemic, and it’s great to see
the Unicorn once again able to serve up such a rich array of children’s storytelling. This was my son’s
first visit to a theatre, and I’m glad to say it was worth the wait
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